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This dissertation proposes engineering principles for stress wave dissipation
found in woodpeckers. From the experimental study of a woodpecker’s beaks via
electron microscopy and mechanical testing, the three main design factors were pointed
out. First, a woodpecker’s beak has wavy lines inside of the beak for local shearing. The
waviness of wavy lines found in the woodpecker’s beaks was 1 while chicken’s was 0.3,
and toucan’s was 0.05. Second, the woodpecker showed elongated the keratin scales to
the pecking direction with a dimension ratio of 3.67 (width/height) while chicken’s and
toucan’s were 3 and 1, respectively. Third, a woodpecker’s beak bone was less porous for
structural strength. The porosity of a woodpecker’s beak bone was about 9.9 % while
chicken’s and toucan’s were 42.3 % and 61.5 %, respectively. Also, by using
computational simulations, unique geometries including hyoid apparatus and suture
interfaces found in woodpeckers were investigated to assess their damping capabilities.
Surrounding a woodpecker’s head, the hyoid apparatus composed of core cartilage and
muscle encasing a core cartilage. The spiral and thinning geometry of the hyoid apparatus
converted the normal waves into shear waves. Then shear waves generated lateral

displacement of the hyoid bone, and lateral displacement brought strain energy into
surrounding muscle, in which energy loss occurred by viscoelastic behavior of the
muscle. Quantitatively, as the stress wave traveled from the anterior to the posterior end
of the hyoid apparatus, its pressure decreased 75 % and the impulse decreased 84 %.
Suture interfaces, which is another unique feature observed from woodpecker’s beak, was
investigated for their geometrical effects on the dynamic impact mitigation. A sinusoidal
pattern of suture interfaces induced wave scattering at its boundary causing conversion of
longitudinal waves into shear waves. The suture gap also brought pressure decay by
storing strain energy in its viscoelastic material. As a result, a bar with a suture interface
attenuated stress waves about 37 % more than a bar with a flat interface. Based on the
results and ideas presented herein, one can develop bio-inspired material for energy
absorbing.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1

Bio-inspired design material
Bio-inspired design, also called biomimetics or biomimicry, is the study of living

species for the purpose of creating new engineering systems by copying species’ unique
traits. Compared to Biology that studies the genetics and molecular responses occurring
in living creatures, bio-inspired design proposes new engineering ideas based on
biological traits (1).
To date, several cases of bio-inspiration have been applied in many engineering
fields such as chemical engineering, fluid dynamics, or aerodynamics. For example, a
gecko’s foot inspired researchers to use Vander-Walls interactions between two objects
rather than chemical glue and motivated the manufacture of new types of adhesion (2-4).
Also, a frog’s foot inspired another new adhesion working even in watery environments
(5, 6). The exterior shape of a box fish inspired the shape of a moving vehicle that resists
air flow and greatly increased fuel efficiency (7, 8). In addition, mimicking the grooved
shape of a humpback whale’s flipper (Megaptera novaeangliae), researchers designed an
air conditioning fan manufactured by LG that reduced energy consumption 10% and
noise by 2dB (9). These are only a few examples of how Bio-inspiration is a promising
field of study, though the field is still relatively young and largely unexploited.
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In this study we have investigated biological material to aid developing novel
materials and machine designs. Compared to man-made materials, biological materials
have distinctive characteristics with significant complexities, hierarchical structures being
most notable, and with suitably and efficiently designed functions. In particular, we
observed several micro-structural characteristics in biological materials: fibrous, helical,
gradient, layered, tubular, cellular, suture, and overlapping structures are a few of these
characteristics (10). For example, a ram’s horn has a complex hierarchical structure of
keratin and bone, and it absorbs shock efficiently without causing an injury to the ram’s
head. In subscale, the keratin constituting of the ram’s horn forms a tubular structure.
This keratin is composed of fibrils that has a helical microstructure (11). Researchers
found both the material properties and the geometry of the ram’s horn are responsible for
shock absorption (11). Turtle shells have a multiscale hierarchical structure. These
sandwich composite structure consisting of keratin and bony material (12). The layered
composite material of turtle shells absorbs energy better than any of the individual layers.
These characteristics of biological materials can be applied to new materials to develop
new armor or efficient energy absorbing materials.
1.2

Woodpecker
The focus of this study was to examine woodpeckers to inspire engineering ideas

specifically for energy mitigation. Woodpeckers show amazingly efficient shock
absorption without any recorded damage to their beaks or brains while pecking trees.
When a woodpecker makes a blow into the tree trunk, its bill repeatedly strikes at a speed
of 6~7 m/s, and the impact deceleration is on the order of 1000 g’s (13). For the Pileated
Woodpecker, the resulting deceleration impact force has been measured from 600 to
2

1500 g’s while the deceleration impact in a survivable car crash rarely exceeds 100 g’s.
The Yellow-Bellied Sapsucker (a type of woodpecker) can strike 100 to 300 times per
minute on a tree during excavating nest cavities, and they may spend many hours drilling
for food or constructing cavities (14). In spite of the continuous shock, the woodpecker’s
beak remains intact by efficiently dissipating the impact energy.

Figure 1.1

Woodpecker head sample used for research.

The head of the Red-bellied woodpecker (Melanerps calolinus) used for the research.
The length of the beak is about 3 - 3.5 cm, and that of the head is about 2.5 - 3 cm.
1.3

Anatomy of birds’ beaks
Bird beaks are entire mouth structure of a bird. Although avian beaks vary in their

shapes, colors, and sizes, they share common features. The bird’s beaks have two bony
projections. The upper part is called maxilla or upper mandible, and the lower part of
bony projection is called lower mandible. Those bony parts are composed of trabecular
bone, which is porous bone, and they are covered with a thin keratin layer known as the
rhamphotheca.
3

Figure 1.2

Woodpecker’s head model.

Three-dimensional reconstructed woodpecker head model to show the bone
structure(white) and rhamphotheca(brown) of the beak.
Figure 1.2 shows the bone structure of a woodpecker’s head and beaks and
rhamphotheca covering the beaks’ bone. Compared to other species of birds, a
woodpecker’s beaks are straight and tapered to the tip. Generally, the color of
woodpecker’s beak is black.
1.4

Multiscale study for hierarchical architecture of a woodpecker’s beaks
The concept of a multiscale study for metal or polymer can be applied to the

research of woodpecker’s beak. A study a multiple length scales allows for one to pick up
essential information from one scale and bridge it to another upper scale in an effort to
incorporate the role of microstructure in the mechanical response of the full structure.
Figure 1.3 shows the multiscale research of a woodpecker’s beak. One is able to quantify
elasticity at the electronic or atomistic scale and bridge that information to nanoscale. At
nanoscale, the anisotropiy of beaks’ keratin due to fiber arrangement can be quantified,
and at microscale the wavy structure could be assessed. At the mesoscale, the damage
4

and crack propagation in a beak could be investigated. Finally, all the information can be
incorporated into a model the woodpecker’s beak. Thus, this is our motivation for this
experimental study. The hierarchical nature of biological material will be incorporated
into a full woodpecker head-beak complex using a multiscale scheme.

Figure 1.3

Multiscale study of keratin from a woodpecker’s beaks

The multiscale diagram shows that one can pick up essential information from each scale
and bridge to the next length scale.
1.5

Dissertation overview
Three separate studies were completed to learn new engineering principles

inspired by woodpeckers. In Study 1, the structure-property relationships of the beak of
Red-bellied woodpeckers in multiscale were studied. The beaks were observed using an
5

optical microscope, SEM (scanning electron microscope), and TEM (transmission
electron microscope), and then mechanical tests were carried out. Compared to other
birds’ beaks such as toucans and chickens, woodpeckers’ beaks have three engineering
principles that allow for dissipation of energy: (1) elongated keratin scales, (2) wavy
suture lines, and (3) a less porous innermost layer. In Study 2, a hyoid bone, one of the
woodpecker’s unique features, were analyzed for its damping capacity using
ABAQUS/Explicit 6.14 (15). The spiral and thinning structure of the hyoid bone
transferred the compressional and longitudinal impact to the shear stress wave, and
eventually the shear stresses induced the displacement in a lateral direction. The lateral
displacement led to much greater strain energy of the adjacent muscle so that the hyoid
bone reduced the impulse of the initial impact by about 84%. In Study 3, suture interfaces
were examined for its energy absorbing capacity. Stress waves mitigated through two
mechanisms in the structure containing suture lines. First, wave scattering occurred at a
sinusoidal patterned boundary, in which compressive longitudinal stress waves converted
into flexural and shear stress waves. Second, the viscoelastic suture gap stored strain
energy so that energy loss occurred. Additionally, a 3D model of a woodpecker head was
generated using micro-CT and software ScanIP (Simpleware Ltd, United Kingdom).
Finally, the mesh of the whole head of the woodpecker was then imported into
Abaqus/Explicit to simulate a real pecking situation and to investigate shock mitigation
occurring across the whole engineering system.

6
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CHAPTER II
HIERARCHICAL MULTISCALE STRUCTURE-PROPERTY RELATIONSHIPS OF
THE RED-BELLIED WOODPECKER (MELANERPES CAROLINUS) BEAK
2.1

Introduction
Woodpeckers show amazingly efficient shock absorption capabilities without any

recorded damage to their beaks or brains while pecking trees. When a woodpecker makes
a blow into the tree trunk, its beak repeatedly strikes at a speed of 6~7 m/s, and the
impact deceleration is on the order of 1000 g’s (1). The Yellow-Bellied Sapsucker (a type
of woodpecker) can strike 100 to 300 times per minute on the tree, and they may spend
many hours pecking for food or constructing cavities (2). The woodpecker’s capability of
withstanding high impact has been studied by several researchers. Unique anatomical
features of woodpeckers have been reported such as stiff tail feathers to resist gravity for
working on vertical trees, wider ribs to relieve neck stress, zygodactyl feet to climb trees,
and an ocular system to protect their eyes (2-6). The physical characteristics of the head
include spongy bone on the upper beak, an extended hyoid bone, a tightly enclosed small
brain within the skull, and a plate-like high strength cranial bone (7-11). Also, numerical
studies of the woodpecker's head reported by Wang et al., and Zhu et al. showed that the
cranial bone and beak play an important role in energy dissipation (12-14). Yoon et al.
used physiological arguments from woodpeckers to develop shock absorbers for micro
devices, which can resist high-frequency excitation and high-g forces by absorbing
9

energy (15, 16). Some additional examples of specific biomimetic applications include
employment of spiral and wavy structures found in nature, and possibly utilizing the
woodpecker’s geometrical advantages in car bumpers and athletic helmets (17).
Although some physiological and numerical studies have been conducted on
woodpeckers, many studies have not focused on woodpeckers’ beaks from the
perspective as a biological material. Avian beaks are structural biocomposite materials.
Generally, structural biological materials comprise a brittle mineral and ductile protein
interacting in a complex structure that is organized in a hierarchical manner (18-20).
Likewise, birds’ beaks are mainly composed of β-keratin layer, which is called the
rhamphotheca, bony core, and cellular interface between rhamphotheca and bony core
(21-24). At the microscale, the rhamphotheca comprises keratin scales with a diameter of
approximately 50 μm with the core part of the beak being a closed-cell trabecular-like
bone (25-28). At the nanoscale level, keratin scales comprise β–keratin filaments and
have a small gap between them (26). For the multiscale mechanical properties, the
Young’s modulus of the rhamphotheca was reported as ~1 GPa for toucans and hornbills
with its anisotropy depending on the geometry of the keratin scales (26). Under
compression, the stress plateau occurs at 0.3 MPa for the toucan beak and at 2 MPa for
the hornbill beak (26). At the microscale, the reported value of microhardness for the
rhamphotheca was ~200 MPa for the toucan, hornbill, and European starling (26, 29).
Contrary to the rhamphotheca layer, the core part of the beak had a wide range of
microhardness values with respect to the species; 0.27 GPa for toucan beak and 0.39 GPa
for hornbill beaks (26). Seki et al. (26) also reported the nanohardness of the toucan
beaks were 0.5 GPa and 0.55 GPa for the rhamphotheca and the foam trabecular,
10

respectively. The nanohardness of the hornbill beaks were 0.85 GPa and 0.94 GPa for the
rhamphotheca and the trabecular, respectively (Table 2.1). Also, the elastic moduli of the
woodpecker, toucan, hornbill, and Java finch are represented in Table 1. The elastic
moduli of the beaks of woodpeckers, toucans, and hornbills were obtained from the
nanoindentation testing while the result of that of Java finch was obtained from a double
indentation technique. The different mechanical properties of the birds reveal different
functions and uses of each beak.
Table 2.1

Summary of the micro/nano hardness and elastic modulus of beaks of birds
for comparison
Microhardness (GPa)

Nanohardness (GPa)

Rhamphotheca

Bony layer

Rhamphotheca

Bony layer

Woodpecker

0.32 ± 0.01

0.64 ± 0.07

0.40 ± 0.08

1.16 ± 0.19

Toucan

0.22 ± 0.012

0.27 ± 0.03

0.5 ± 0.06

0.55 ± 0.12

Hornbill

0.21 ± 0.015

0.39 ± 0.014

0.85 ± 0.27

0.94 ± 0.21

Woodpecker (n=6), toucan (26), hornbill (26), and Java finch (41).
Our study focuses on the multiscale structure-property relationships of the
woodpeckers’ beaks. By studying woodpeckers’ beaks, we can learn clues in solving
human engineering problems related to energy absorption and shock mitigation.
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Figure 2.1

Overview of the woodpecker’s beak.

(a) A male Red-Bellied Woodpecker, (b) upper and lower beaks of the woodpecker, and
(c) a schematic of the cross-sectional view of the woodpecker beak comprising three
layers; outer rhamphotheca, middle foam, and inner bony layers.
2.2

Materials and methods
The beak of an adult Red-Bellied Woodpecker (Melanerpes carolinus), which is a

medium sized bird living in the southern United States, was studied using various
microscopy techniques and mechanical testing methods. One non-living Red-Bellied
Woodpecker was obtained from the Department of Wildlife, Fisheries and Aquaculture
(Mississippi State University), and two others were obtained from road-kill. The
woodpeckers obtained had body lengths of 24~25 cm. The upper and lower beaks were
separated from the body as shown in Figure 2.1(b), and all tests were carried out at
ambient conditions.
The structure of the woodpeckers’ beaks was characterized by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). In order to observe the
polished cross-section of the beak, samples of the upper and lower beaks were cut into
12

four parts from the tip to the root with length of 5 mm using a diamond saw. Each sample
was mounted into epoxy using a cold mount technique and then thoroughly polished. For
preparing the fractured sample and TEM sample, the beaks were fixed in 2.5 %
glutaraldehyde and post fixed in 2% osmium tetraoxide. Samples were then rinsed and
dehydrated in a graded ethanol series. Following processing the upper beak
microstructure was observed by preparing fractured surface samples using a cryo-fracture
technique then sputter coating with gold palladium. SEM micrographs were taken using a
JEOL JSM-6500F field emission gun (FEG)-SEM. The energy dispersive x-ray
spectroscopy (EDS) on the FEG-SEM was also used to carry out chemical analysis of the
beaks. In preparation for TEM, samples of the lower beak were taken from the beak,
fixed, and then embedded in Spurr's resin. Thin sections (60~80 nm) were cut on a
Reichert-Jung Ultra cut E ultramicrotome, and stained with uranyl acetate and lead
citrate. Stained sections were examined by using a JEOL JEM-100CX II TEM at an
acceleration voltage of 80 kV. The porosity and area fraction in the beak were measured
via analysing two-dimensional images using Image J software (National Institutes of
Health, Bethesda, MD).
Microindentation and nanoindentation tests were conducted on the lower beak in
order to evaluate the mechanical properties. A Vickers hardness tester (LECO
Corporation, St. Joseph, MI) with a pyramidal diamond tip was used to examine the
beak’s microhardness. The applied maximum load was 100 gram-force. Nanoindentation
tests were carried out on the beaks mounted into epoxy by a Hysitron Triboindenter®
with a Berkovich type diamond tip. The loading condition was controlled as follows:
9000 μN maximum load with a 20 s loading segment and a 40 s unloading segment. This
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procedure was employed due to the creep behavior of viscoelastic materials. The
hardness was defined by following Eq. (2.1):
H

P
A

(2.1)

where P is the maximum applied load [N], and A the resultant projected contact area. For
a Berkovich tip, A is calculated from the ideal tip area function, 25.4h2, and h is the
maximum displacement. The reduced elastic modulus was derived from the initial
unloading contact stiffness (Eq. (2.2)),

S

dP 2
 Er A
dh 

(2.2)

where the reduced modulus, Er, is derived from the displacement from both the specimen
and the indenter. The reduced elastic modulus is given by:
1
Er

=

2
)
(1−𝜈𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛

𝐸𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛

+

2
)
(1−𝜈𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟

(2.3)

where E and ν are the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the specimen and the
indenter, respectively.
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1

Results
Structure of the woodpecker beaks
Macrostructure
One of the notable characteristics of biological materials is the hierarchical

structure (20). Woodpeckers’ beaks also have a unique hierarchical structure from the
macroscale down to nanoscale. At the macroscale, the full length of the beak is about 4
cm, and the cross-section of the woodpecker beak is composed of the outer rhamphotheca
layer, the middle foam layer, and the inner bony layer as the schematic of Figure 2.1(c)
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illustrates. The upper beak has a cavity in the centre of the beak, which decreases the
weight while still keeping the bending resistance fairly high. The curvature of the tip of
the upper beak was measured at 19.07 mm-1, and that of the lower beak was
approximately 12.01 mm-1. The density of the upper beak was 1.1 g/cm3, and that of the
lower beak was 1.348 g/cm3 measured using the Archimedes method (30). The lower
density of the upper beak is due to the cavity and more porous area at the root part of the
upper beak (2).

Figure 2.2

Cross-sectional area of the woodpecker’s beaks.

(a) Cross-sectional views throughout the length of the woodpeckers’ beaks taken by scanning electron
microscope illustrating the change in the geometries with differing ratio of keratin and bone. (b) The area
fraction of the rhamphotheca, the foam, and the bony layers along the length of the lower woodpeckers’
beaks.
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Figure 2.3

Microstructure of the woodpeckers’ beaks

Microstructure of the woodpeckers’ beaks garnered from scanning electron microscope
showing (a) the fractured cross-section through the upper beak of the woodpecker with
the three distinctive structural layers, (b) the outer rhamphotheca layer containing
overlapping scale-like features indicated by the dotted box, (c) keratin scales showing the
rough surface of the rhamphotheca, (d) the middle foam layer with a porous structure
with a porosity of 30~65%, (e) the thickness of the cell wall is 0.1~2 µm, (f) the inner
bony layer, and (g) bundles of the fibers in the matrix.
Figure 2.2(a) provides a series of cross-sectional views of the lower beak from the
tip to the root. Along the beak, the geometry of the cross-section changed as well as the
area fraction of each layer. Figure 2.2(b) shows that the area fraction of the rhamphotheca
decreased while that of the bony part increased from the tip to the root of the beak.
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2.3.1.2

Microstructure
The SEM images on the fractured surface of the woodpeckers’ beaks reveal the

microstructure of each layer (Figure 2.3). Figure 2.3(a) shows the entire fractured surface
of the upper beak having a big cavity in the center. Figure 2.3(b) shows that the
rhamphotheca layer has a thickness of 500 μm, consisting of overlapping scales. The size
of the scales varies with respect to the location on the beak. At the ventral surface of the
beak (mouth), the scales are more equiaxed and thicker with a dimension of 25 10 1 μm,
whereas at the outside of beak the scales are more elongated and thinner with a
dimension of 55 15 0.2 μm. Figure 2.3(c) shows the rough surface of the keratin scales.
The foam layer located between the rhamphotheca and the innermost bony layer
is closed-cell type foam with a thickness of 100 μm and is graded between the
rhamphotheca and bony layer. The foam layer is composed of dermis and epidermis. The
dermis includes keratin filaments to provide mechanical resilience, and the epidermis
includes dense bundles of collagen fibers to anchor to the inner bony layer (31, 32). Our
results agree with literature as bundles of fibers were observed in the microscopic images
of the woodpecker's beak. At the interface, which is particularly important due to high
stresses and contact failure, the foam layer joins the dissimilar materials of keratin and
bone. Figure 2.3(d) depicts the middle foam layer exhibiting a porous structure having
the porosity of 27~30% near the rhamphotheca or the bony layer and 50~65% at the
middle of the foam layer. At the contact region, the foam material provides flexibility. As
shown in Figure 2.3(e), the thickness of the cell wall is 0.1~ 2 μm and the fibrils
comprise the interior structure of the foam layer.
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The bony layer located in the inner part of the beak has randomly distributed
various-sized voids and a large cavity. Figure 2.3(f) shows that the bony layer of the
woodpecker’s beak is not spongy-like trabecular bone and also shows that the composite
bony layer is comprised of fibers in the longitudinal direction, which is a common
structure of bone (33).
2.3.1.3

Nanostructure
The nanostructure of each layer of woodpeckers’ beaks was investigated by TEM.

Cross-sectional and lateral perspective images in Figure 2.4 show the nanostructure of the
rhamphotheca. The cross-sectional view revealed that the keratin scales are tightly
packed (Figure 2.4(a)), and the size of the keratin grain varies from 10 to 15 μm across
the diameter. By increasing the magnification, it is shown that the grain boundary has a
wavy structure (Figure 2.4(b)). The waviness of the keratin grain boundary (i.e., the ratio
of height to width) was calculated with the mean value being 1.0 ± 0.32. Also, Figure
2.4(c) shows that there is a narrow gap along the wavy line measured as 44.2 ± 19.2 nm.
Figures. 4(d)-(f) depict the lateral views of the rhamphotheca. One can observe the side
view of the keratin scales in Figure 2.4(d) and the boundary where two keratin scales
meet in Figure 2.4(e). The fibers run parallel to the transverse orientation and zooming in
on the contact surface of the two scales, Figure 2.4(f) shows the gap within the wavy line.
Figure 2.5, taken by SEM, shows the nanostructure of the foam layer. Figure
2.5(a) shows the cell wall of the foam layer, in which part of it is composed of fibers as
shown in Figure 2.5(b). From the image of Figure 2.5(c), the length the D-period in the
fibers was measured to be in the range of 60-70 nm. The measured period falls into the
range of collagen fibril D-period although it is not the exact 67 - 69 nm band that is often
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reported in soft connective tissues (34). The stereological effect might explain this
variation of D-period estimation (e.g., a slight tilt can change the period estimation). The
morphology of the banded fibers under SEM and the periodic length all point to the
likelihood that the fibers contained in the foam layer are collagen fibers.

Figure 2.4

Transmission electron microscopic images on the rhamphotheca of
woodpeckers’ beaks shows the nanostructure

(a) A cross-sectional view reveals the keratin grains in the rhamphotheca; (b) a crosssectional view that shows the wavy “suture” lines at the grain boundary; (c) a crosssectional view that depicts a small gap in the wavy line; (d) a longitudinal view in the
rhamphotheca; (e) a longitudinal view with the arrows indicating the running direction of
the fiber; and (f) a longitudinal view showing the wavy line and gap.
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Figure 2.5

Nanostructure of the middle foam layer taken by scanning electron
microscope.

(a) The cell walls of the foam layer, (b) the part of the cell wall is composed of fibers,
and (c) the fiber have a D-period indicating that the fiber is collagen.
Figure 2.6, taken by TEM, shows the nanostructure of the bony layer. The bony
layer contains round-shaped cells and fibers with an area fraction of the bone cells being
approximately 37% (Figure 2.6(a)). Figure 2.6(b) shows that the running directions of the
fibers are not uniform as both longitudinal (L1, L2) and the transverse (T) directions of
the fibrils are observed within the same plane. Figure 2.6(c) shows the D-period of the
fibers, which is an indication of collagen. The length of the D-period in Figure 2.6(c)
ranged from 50~70 nm. From these different analyses, it is apparent that the core part of
bird beak is bone, which consists of collagen and mineral.
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Figure 2.6

Images taken by transmission electron microscope illustrate the
nanostructure of the bony layer of the woodpeckers’ beaks.

(a) The distribution of the bone cells having round shapes and short fibrils (grey); (b) the
fibrils are running in both longitudinal (L1, L2) and transverse directions (T); and (c) the
fibers have a D-period that are indicative of collagen.
2.3.2

Chemical composition
The chemical composition of the rhamphotheca, foam, and bony layers were

analyzed by the EDS technique. Figure 2.7(a) shows that the main constituents of the
rhamphotheca are carbon (C), nitrogen (N), oxygen (O), and a small amount of sulfur (S),
which are the main components of keratin in general. The chemical components of the
foam layer are C, N, O, S, and a small amount of calcium (Ca) as shown in Figure 2.7(b).
The chemical composition of the foam layer confirms that it is a graded material between
the rhamphotheca and bony layer comprising protein and mineral. The chemical elements
in the bony layer shown in Figure 2.7(c) are C, N, O, and various minerals such as Ca,
sodium (Na), and magnesium (Mg), which are the main components of bone, thus,
confirming the mineralized collagen fibers observed within the bony layer as shown in
Figure 2.3(f).
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Figure 2.7

The results of Energy dispersive spectroscopy analysis.

(a) The outer rhamphotheca layer composed of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and sulfur; (b)
middle foam layer composed of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, sulfur, and calcium; and (c)
inner bony layer composed of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and several minerals such as
calcium, sodium, magnesium, and phosphate.
2.3.3

Mechanical properties of the woodpecker beaks
The multiscale mechanical responses of the woodpeckers’ beaks were also studied

at the microscale and nanoscale under microindentation and nanoindentation tests,
respectively.
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Microindentation tests were performed to garner micromechanical properties.
Indentation tests were conducted only on the rhamphotheca and bony layers, because the
area of the foam layer was not large enough to conduct the tests. The average value of the
microhardness was 0.32 ± 0.01 GPa for the rhamphotheca layer and 0.64 ± 0.07 GPa for
the bony layer (Table 2.1).
The nanomechanical properties obtained from the nanoindentation tests were the
nanohardness and the reduced elastic modulus. To examine the gradient of the
nanomechanical properties, experiments were performed on four different beak locations
from the tip to the root, and the results are depicted in Figure 2.8. The results show a
decrease of the hardness as the location changes from the tip to the root of the beak for
the rhamphotheca. The bony layer did not show a change with respect to location. The
nanohardness was measured as 0.40 ± 0.08 GPa for the rhamphotheca, 0.24 ± 0.14 GPa
for the foam layer, and 1.16 ± 0.19 GPa for the bony layer (Table 2.1). The relatively
high mineral content of the bony layer was responsible for it being three times harder
than the keratin part (rhamphotheca). The average measured values of reduced elastic
moduli were 8.7 ± 1.1 GPa at the rhamphotheca, 6.5 ± 2.5 GPa at the foam layer, and
30.2 ± 3.6 GPa at the bony layer (Table 2.1).
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Figure 2.8

Nanomechanical properties of the rhamphotheca and bony layers obtained
from nanoindentation tests.

(a) Nanohardness and (b) reduced elastic modulus.
2.4
2.4.1

Discussion
Macrostructure-mechanical property relations
The woodpeckers’ beaks are functionally graded materials through the length of

the beak from three perspectives: (1) the geometry of the cross-section of the beak
changes as shown in Figure 2.2(a); (2) the area fractions of the rhamphotheca, foam, and
bony portion change as shown in Figure 2.2(b); and (3) the associated mechanical
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properties of the rhamphotheca, foam, and bony portion are different. According to the
rule of mixtures, which was developed for composite materials and can be applied for
layered materials, one can estimate the modulus and hardness at each point along the
beak with the correlating area fractions and strength/hardness of each sample (Eq. (2.4)
and Eq. (2.5)).

( E  A)total  ( E  A)rhamphotheca  ( E  A) foam  ( E  A)bony

(2.4)

( H  A) total  ( H  A) rhamphotheca  ( H  A) foam  ( H  A) bony

(2.5)

where A represents the area fraction, E represents elastic modulus, and H is the hardness
value. The total strength of the composite increased from the beak tip to the root. This
strength gradient arises because the modulus of the bony region (Ebony) was greater than
that of the rhamphotheca region (Erhamhotheca), and the area fraction of the bony layer
increased from the beak tip to the root while the area fraction of the rhamphotheca
decreased from the beak tip to the root. Table 2.2 organizes the geometrical,
microstructural, and mechanical property information. With regard to the location on the
beak, the geometry of the cross-section changes like similar to that of a shape of  V
 U  ( ). The changed geometry of the cross-section results in a change in moment of
inertia, and the changing moment of inertia allows for a changing flexural stiffness over
the beak. Table 2.2 shows that the flexural stiffness from the tip to the root of the beak
increases. This implies that the beak becomes stiffer and has a greater bending resistance
when traversing from the tip to the root. Another important observation is that the overall
aggregate modulus increases from the tip to the root according to the rule-of-mixtures.
This not only increases the stiffness but also increases the speed of the stress wave, as the
shock wave velocity is proportional to the modulus over the density.
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Area
fraction
(%)

Area
fraction

(bone)

(%)

0.0
7.1
28.5
40.5

Distance
from the
tip

1
2
3
4
4.5
16.1
20.2
15.6

(void)

0.47
12.4
27.1
24.5

∇
V
U
I

1
2
3
4

Area
(mm2)

Crosssection
shape
0.4
9.0
12.6
9.3

Area (mm2)

0.0
2.9
13.2
13.7

Area
(mm2)
1219.6±298.5
1111.5±128.0
1135.0±82.2

Hardness
(MPa)

Bone (inner layer)

95.5
72.9
46.5
37.9

Area
fraction
(%)

29.2±5.1
29.0±2.0
32.3±2.5

Modulus
(GPa)

457.5±38.1
470.2±68.9
396.4±34.3
284.0±27.8

Hardness
(MPa)

Rhampotheca (outer layer)

436.9±36.4
439.6±71.9
511.4±56.1
581.4±44.5

Aggregate
Hardness
(MPa)

9.4±0.4
9.9±1.0
8.4±0.4
7.3±0.5

Modulus
(GPa)

9.0±0.4
9.5±1.2
12.5±1.0
16.2±1.3

Aggregate
Modulus
(GPa)

0.0
3.9
4.8
6.0

Area
fraction
(%)

0.0
7.0
42.0
21.6

I
(mm4)

0.0
0.4
1.3
1.5

Area
(mm2)

0.18±0.01
66.3±8.3
527.2±40.9
350.2±27.9

(GPa-mm4)

Flexural
Stiffness

262.2±12.1
215.6±76.0
234.9±12.3

Hardness
(MPa)

Foam (middle layer)

6.4±1.9
7.1±4.8
6.1±1.6

Modulus
(GPa)

Summary of the structure-properties of the woodpeckers’ beaks including area fraction, mechanical properties,
aggregate modulus/hardness, and moment of inertia at each location along the beak.

Distance
from the
tip

Table 2.2
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2.4.2

Microstructure-mechanical property relations
The microstructural observations revealed that the rhamphotheca layer is

composed of overlapping scales. Overlapping keratin scales are a common structure
observed in structural material made of keratin such as the exterior of skin, nail or avian
beaks (35). The keratin scales create friction upon movement by their stacking
morphology, thus functioning as a dissipating agent. In particular, the layout of keratin
scales in woodpeckers’ beaks is designed to maximize friction. The keratin scales’
increasing number density within the beak creates more frictional area for shearing
(Figure 2.3(b)). The keratin scales in the woodpecker’s rhamphotheca are thinner than
those of the toucan and hornbill. The thickness of a single keratin scale of the
woodpeckers’ beaks is 0.2~1 μm, whereas that of the toucan’s beak is 2~10 μm (26). Due
to the similar overall thicknesses of rhamphotheca (approximately 500 μm), the number
of keratin scales in the woodpeckers’ beaks is much greater than that of the toucan. As
such, more keratin scales admit more frictional area thus inducing greater frictional
dissipation via the shearing mechanism. In addition to the greater frictional shearing area,
the rough surface area between the scales also assists with energy mitigation (Figure
2.3(c)). The way that the keratin scales are arranged is also efficient to block crack
propagation. Figure 2.9 shows the transverse plane of the woodpecker rhamphotheca
illustrating the overlapping pattern of the keratin scales. A similar overlapping structure
has also been observed in some structural biological materials including nacre, bone, and
dentine (36). The overlapping structure induces a physical restraint against free
movement of the blocks, and hence it does not allow crack propagation, thus providing a
greater fracture toughness and robustness to biological materials (36-38). As such, an
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overlapping arrangement of keratin scales in the rhamphotheca also provides a greater
fracture toughness to resist fracture during high speed pecking.

Figure 2.9

Overlapping pattern of keratin scales.

The scanning electron microscopic image on the polished rhamphotheca of the
woodpecker’s beak at the transverse plane shows the overlapping pattern of the keratin
scales.
Micromechanically, the microhardness of the rhamphotheca of the woodpecker is
about 50% greater than those of other birds such as the toucan, hornbill, and starling. It is
reported that the dark-color beaks have a greater hardness than light-colored beaks, so the
dark beaks are less susceptible to wear (29). Since the color of woodpeckers’ beaks is
predominantly black, then one would expect a greater hardness if the European starlings
study (29) is consistent with woodpeckers’ beaks. Our study also shows that the
microhardness of the core part of the woodpeckers’ beaks is indeed two to three times
greater than those of the toucan and hornbill beaks (Table 2.1). Clearly, in terms of the
structure-function relationship, hardness differences would be expected in the
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woodpeckers’ beaks versus the toucan and hornbill because the high rate shocks would
be much greater for the woodpecker.
2.4.3

Nanostructure-mechanical property relations
From the nanostructure of the woodpeckers’ beaks as shown in Figure 2.4(e), one

can observe that mechanical anisotropy arises, because the fibers are oriented parallel to
the pecking direction. Bonser et al. (39, 40) reported that ostrich claw and feather,
composed of β-keratin, displays anisotropy in which the Young’s modulus in the
longitudinal direction of the claw was 28% greater than in the transverse direction, and
the toughness of the feather also showed anisotropy according to the fiber direction.
Likewise, the fibers in the rhamphotheca provide strong mechanical properties in the
longitudinal direction. Since the mechanical stress exhibited in the woodpeckers’ beaks
are mostly realized along the longitudinal axis, this may provide an advantage to the
functioning of the beaks.
Additionally, the results of nanoindentation tests and nanostructural analysis show
that data from the bony part has a large standard deviation as shown in Figure 2.8. This is
indicative of the heterogeneous nature of the bony layer, which comprises fibers and a
mineral matrix. Various values were measured across the span of the bony layer. The
hardness and reduced elastic modulus were greater at the location where there was mostly
a mineral matrix, and they were lower where there was a greater fiber density but lower
mineral content.
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2.4.4

Comparison to other bird’s beaks
The structure of the woodpeckers’ beak is different from other birds’ beaks such

as the chicken and toucan. The micro and nano structure of chickens’ beaks is compared
here to the woodpeckers’ beaks along with literature data on the structure of a toucan’s
beak. While the woodpeckers’ beaks are used for penetrating and grabbing food deep
within a tree, chickens’ beaks are used for grabbing food from more shallow sources, and
toucans’ beaks are used for crushing fruits. The difference in function is related to the
difference in multiscale structure and mechanical properties.
Woodpeckers’ beaks show some meaningful multiscale structural differences
compared to other birds’ beaks such as those from chickens or toucans. First, keratin
scales of the woodpeckers’ rhamphotheca are more elongated than the two other birds’
beaks as shown in Figure 2.10. The dimension of the keratin scales from the woodpecker
is 55 x 15 x 0.2 μm, and the aspect ratio of the height over the width is about 3.67. The
dimension of the chicken’s keratin scale is 30 x 10 x 1 μm with an aspect ratio of the
height over the width being about 3. The dimension of the toucan’s keratin scale is 45 x
45 x 1 μm having an aspect ratio of about 1 (27). The keratin scales dissipate mechanical
load by friction as one scale slides against another scale. Adams et al. (42) reported that
the geometry of the scales generates anisotropy and the elongated direction of the scale
can dissipate more energy than the shorter direction. This is called the differential friction
effect. With respect to the differential friction effect, the large anisotropy in the
longitudinal direction in the woodpeckers’ beaks provides high friction to withstand the
impact loading in the longitudinal direction.
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Figure 2.10

The dimensions and aspect ratios of the height over the width of a keratin
scale from each bird are different according to their functions.

Dimensions and aspect ratio of the height over the width of each bird’s beak are (a) 55 x
15 x 0.2 μm and 3.67 for woodpeckers, (b) 30 x 10 x 1 μm and 3 for chickens, and (c) 45
x 45 x 1 μm and 1 for toucans (26). (d) The geometry of keratin scales affects anisotropy
of beaks. Black arrows indicate longitudinal direction, and grey arrows indicate
transverse direction.
Secondly, the porosity of the woodpeckers’ beaks is different than that of the
chicken and toucan (figure 2.11). While the bony layers of the beaks from the chicken
and the toucan have a closed-cell type foam with a membrane, the bony layer of the
woodpecker’s beak is not a foam material. The porosity of the woodpecker’s bony layer
is 9.9 ± 3.0 %, and the porosity levels of the bony layer of the chicken and the toucan are
42.3 ± 1.3 % and 61.5 ± 2.0 %, respectively. As the porosity increases, the bulk modulus
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and the density of a material decrease. Therefore, the bulk modulus of the woodpecker’s
bony layer is greater than the chicken and toucans’ bony layer if the moduli from the
nanoscale are similar. This in turn has an effect on the stress wave moving through the
beak as the wave speed increases as the moduli per density increases. Hence, the
woodpeckers’ beaks would propagate the shock wave faster than the two other birds’
beaks and in doing so, guides the wave to the hyoid bone. Also in this context,
Genbrugge et al. (24) showed a large difference when comparing the trabecular porosity
in the beaks of Java and Darwin’s finches thus relating their structure to their different
feeding habits. When considering these different birds’ beaks, one can assess that the
porosity directly affects the light-weight of the beak, the wave speed, the strength, and
the directionality and means of each bird’s eating function.

Figure 2.11

The inner layers of the birds show various porosities according to their
function.

(a) Woodpecker’s bony layer having porosity of 9.9 ± 3.0 %, (b) chicken’s beak having
porosity of 42.3 ± 1.3 %, and (c) toucan’s beak having porosity of 61.5 ± 2.0 % (27).
The next unique feature of the woodpeckers’ beaks is the wavy structure (suture
lines) as shown in Fig.12. The images taken via TEM from the rhamphotheca of the
woodpecker, chicken, and toucan show the wavy structure. Although the beaks of the
chicken and the toucan also show the wavy structure, the waviness (i.e., the ratio of
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height to width) of those birds’ beaks is less than that of woodpecker’s beak. The
waviness of the woodpeckers’ beaks is approximately 1, while that of the chicken’s beaks
is approximately 0.3, and that of the toucan’s beak is approximately 0.05. The geometry
of the wavy structure also can be found in other biological materials such as a human
skull and turtle shell, which both resist compressive loads (43-45). Typically, the suture
lines have a space between them comprised of collagen. When a load is imposed on the
suture line, shearing will result in which the collagen is compressed and frictional forces
will result thus helping to dissipate the load. Li et al. (46, 47) also reported that the wavy
structure’s role is to provide extra stiffness and strength based on its geometry. Similarly,
the wavy line in the woodpeckers’ beaks is assumed to have the capability of
withstanding compressive load.

Figure 2.12

The wavy structure shown in the rhamphotheca.

(a) Woodpecker having waviness of 1, (b) chicken having waviness of 0.3, and (c)
toucan having waviness of 0.05 (26).
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2.5

Conclusions
In this study, we examined the complicated, multiscale heterogeneous structure

and mechanical properties of Red-Bellied Woodpecker (Melanerpes carolinus) beaks.
The woodpeckers’ beaks are a structural biocomposite having three layers; rhamphotheca
(outer keratin shell), middle foam layer, and inner bony layer. Along the beak from
posterior to anterior, the area fraction of these three layers gradually changes, so the
aggregate modulus and aggregate hardness are gradients. The rhamphotheca is made up
of elongated keratin scales, and the microhardness of the rhamphotheca was measured to
be ~323 MPa and the nanohardness ~470 MPa. The foam layer is a continuous
unification of the rhamphotheca and bony layer, and the nanohardness of the foam layer
was ~243 MPa. The bony layer consists of mineralized collagen with a big cavity, and
the microhardness of the bony layer was measured to be ~636 MPa and the nanohardness
~2 GPa.
In summary the three structures found in woodpecker’s beak could be used as
design guidelines to lower the directional stress levels in structures, because of their
geometric and material integration: an elongated geometry of keratin scales that can slide
over each other, lower porosity, and a wavy structure with a small gap to admit local
shearing. The results from this paper, in revealing the structure-properties of
woodpeckers’ beaks, can provide promising features for energy absorption in designing
man-made devices.
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CHAPTER III
THE GEOMETRIC EFFECTS OF A WOODPECKER’S HYOID APPARATUS
IN STRESS WAVE MITIGATION
3.1

Introduction
The speed of a woodpecker’s peck is approximately 6~7 m/s (1). In spite of the

high speed and high frequency impacts, a woodpecker head remains intact by efficiently
dissipating the impact energy. Research shows that the primary features protecting the
woodpecker’s head from high impact include the beak with elongated keratin scales and a
wavy suture, the spongy bone in the upper beak, the small brain being tightly enclosed
within the skull, and the cranial bone shaped like a plate with high strength (2-6).
Another unique feature found in the woodpecker’s head is an extended hyoid
apparatus. The hyoid apparatus consists of the bones of the tongue and associated
connective tissues in the upper throat of a bird. The hyoid apparatus is small and short in
most species but is greatly elongated in woodpeckers. As shown in Figure 3.1, the hyoid
apparatus of a woodpecker starts at the beak tip, surrounds the skull, and ends at the
upper beak/front head intersection. Anatomically, the hyoid has no bony connections to
the skull but is slung by muscles, which allow it to move forward during probing and
backward during closing of the beak. One of the purposes of the elongated hyoid is for
effectively obtaining food. Bock (5) mentioned that the amount of extension of a
woodpecker’s tongue depends on the forage types. Sapsuckers eat sap and cannot extend
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their tongue as far as flickers and woodpeckers, which forage for insects and larvae in
trees. On the other hand, some researchers considered that the hyoid apparatus acts as a
shock absorber or would serve to distribute the forces (7, 8). One study (9) argued that
the hyoid apparatus was a safety belt for the woodpecker’s head after impact, and another
study (10) reported that most of the high-value stress waves goes into the hyoid apparatus
during impact. Liu et al. (11) performed a simulated comparative study between
woodpecker head models with and without a hyoid apparatus. They found that the hyoid
apparatus reduced the maximum shear stress by 20% to 30% thus giving an indication
that the amount of energy absorbed by the hyoid apparatus dissipates approximately that
amount. Liu et al. (11) also argued that the hyoid apparatus may play a role as a safety
belt as well.
Here, we focus on the role of the hyoid apparatus as a shock absorber. Since the
tongue, which is at the tip of the hyoid apparatus, contacts the lower beak (Figure 3.1(c))
when it is impacted, a portion of the impact pressure will propagate through the hyoid
apparatus. The propagated stress waves can be amplified, reduced, canceled, or distorted
by reflecting or refracting at the boundaries. In a previous work (12), we evaluated the
geometric effects of stress wave propagation. The following four different geometries
were used in the analysis (12): 1. a straight cylinder, 2. a straight cylinder that was
tapered to a point, 3. a cylinder that was spiraled in a two dimensional plane, and 4. a
cylinder that was tapered and spiraled in a two dimensional plane. The geometric effects
on the stress wave propagation were investigated by several other researchers as well (1314). The results from our geometric effects study showed that the tapered spiral geometry
mitigated the greatest amount of pressure independent of material type. Taking into
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consideration these results, we hypothesized that the spiral geometry observed from the
lateral view of the hyoid as shown in Figure 3.1 and the tapered geometry, which is
formed by the changing diameter from thick to thin, will play a critical role in dissipating
shock energy. In our study, the FE model of the hyoid apparatus was developed using
Abaqus/Explicit (15) to analyze the impact wave propagation and damping effects.

Figure 3.1

Hyoid apparatus in a Red-bellied woodpecker, Melanerpes carolinus.

Hyoid apparatus surrounding a skull in (a) Lateral view and (b) inferior view. (c) The tip
of the hyoid (paraglossum) contacts to the beak at inside of the lower beak.
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3.2

Materials and methods
The hyoid apparatus was dissected from the adult Red-bellied Woodpecker,

Melanerpes carolinus, which lives in the Southern United States. Deceased woodpeckers
were obtained from the collections of the Department of Wildlife, Fisheries and
Aquaculture (Mississippi State University). The hyoid apparatus, which comprises a bone
encapsulated by muscle tissue, was separated from the body of woodpecker as shown in
Figure 3.2(a). The cross-sectional structure of the hyoid apparatus was characterized by
using an optical microscope. Mechanical experiments were conducted using nanoindentation at room temperature and ambient relative humidity. For nano-indentation
testing, samples were mounted into epoxy by using a cold mount technique and then
thoroughly polished. The tests were conducted by using a Triboindenter® (Hysitron
Incorporated, Minneapolis) with a tip of a Berkovich type indenter. The loading condition
was controlled as follows: 15 s loading segment, a 45 s unloading segment, and 2000 μN
applied maximum load. The reduced elastic modulus was derived from the initial
unloading contact stiffness (Equation 3.1),
S=

𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝐻

= 𝜋2 𝐸𝑟 √𝐴

(3.1)

where S is the stiffness, P is the maximum applied load (N), A is the loaded area, and the
H is the maximum displacement. The reduced elastic modulus, Er, is also derived from
the displacement from both the specimen and the indenter. From the reduced elastic
modulus, Young’s modulus is given by the following,

𝐸𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛 =

𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 ×𝐸𝑟
(𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 −𝐸𝑟 )
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×

2
(1−𝜈𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛
)
2
(1−𝜈𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟
)

(3.2)

where E and ν are the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the specimen and the
indenter, respectively.
3.3

Experimental measurements and finite element set up
Using optical microscopy, we observed the microstructure of the cross-section. As

shown in Figure 3.2(a), the length of the hyoid apparatus of the Red-bellied Woodpecker
is about 110 mm. The diameter of the core bone is approximately 1~3 mm and changes
gradually from being thick at the tip to being thin and flexible at the end. In Figure 3.2(b),
it is shown the muscle fully encasing the bone which diameter is approximately 1 mm at
the back part of the hyoid. The thickness of the muscle surrounding the bone is about 0.3
mm. The muscle tissue was not active but dead and passive and was the only muscle
from the head that was used in our simulations. Figure 3.2(c) is the muscle, and Figure
3.2(d) is the bone having a small pore at its center (16).

Figure 3.2

Micrographs of the hyoid apparatus.

(a) A dissected hyoid apparatus from a red-bellied woodpecker followed by optical
microscope images of (b) the cross-section of the hyoid apparatus, (c) the adjacent
muscle, and (d) the inner bone.
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Nano-indentation tests were conducted at twelve locations (n=12) along the crosssection of the hyoid bone. The nanohardness was quantified as 692.9±170.1 MPa, and the
reduced elastic modulus was 17.49±3.17 GPa. The value of reduced elastic modulus of
the hyoid bone measured here is in the range of literature values of bones (17) . Using Eq.
(2) with material properties of the diamond tip E = 1220 and ν=0.2, the elastic modulus
of the bone part of the hyoid was quantified as 16.13 GPa.
Based on the structure observed under the microscope, the hyoid apparatus finite
element mesh was built as the natural structure comprising interior bony material and
exterior muscle. In the simulation, the materials were assumed to be homogeneous and
isotropic solids. For the bone, the elastic modulus was 16.13 GPa; the density was 1850
kg/m3; and the Poisson’s ratio was 0.3 (18). Hyperelastic and viscoelastic properties were
used for the muscle with a density of 1100 kg/m3. We employed the Ogden model and
Prony series expansion to describe the passive muscle behavior and viscoelasticity,
respectively. The elastic parameters, µ and α, were 15.6 KPa and 21.4, and the
viscoelastic parameters, δ and τ, were 0.549 and 6.01s, which were determined from rat
muscle (19,20) . The muscle was constrained in all of the x, y, and z directions reflecting
that the movement of the muscle is constrained by skull, but the bone was not assigned
boundary conditions, since it was adjacent to the outer muscles. In addition, we
considered that there were no gaps between the bone and muscle as an assumed perfect
adhesion; this a good assumption, since it was very difficult to tear the muscle away from
the bony part in the real material.
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Figure 3.3

The finite element structures of the hyoid apparatus, the straight cylinder,
and the tapered cylinder.

(a) The Finite Element (FE) geometry of the hyoid apparatus (including bone and muscle
throughout the cross section) of a woodpecker. The anatomical terminology indicating
the four regions are paraglossum (tip), basihyale (where the bone splits), ceratobranchiale
(back), and epibranciale (end), respectively. (b) The straight cylindrical FE model and (c)
the tapered cylindrical FE models (which also include bone and muscle) are also shown
with the same distance markers used in the hyoid apparatus. The applied compressive
load at the tip of the model (arrow) occurred into the z-direction, and the results were
analyzed at the four different locations indicated by the red markings.
As shown in Figure 3.3(a), the impact was applied at the hyoid tip once. The
impact pressure was 0.15 MPa, which was calculated from the force of a woodpecker
pecking. The force of pecking was 3.108 N approximately since the mass, m, of the
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woodpecker head was measured as 11.1 ± 6 g, and the acceleration, a, of pecking a tree
was 280 m/s2. The acceleration was calculated from the velocity (7 m/s) and time (25
ms) of pecking a tree (8, 9). Then the force applied on to the woodpecker beaks is 3.108
N. Some part of the force will travel into the lower and upper beak, and the other portion
will go through the hyoid apparatus (11). The cross-section of the beak and hyoid shows
that the area of the hyoid is approximately one third of the total area, which consists of
the upper beak, lower beak, and hyoid. The area where the force was applied to the hyoid
is 3 mm. Therefore, the applied pressure that arose from the force over tip area of the
bone portion was 0.15 MPa.
3.4
3.4.1

Results and discussion
Attenuation of pressure in the hyoid apparatus
Nature has many structures that are valuable for engineering-based bio-

inspiration. In this context, the spirally shaped hyoid apparatus of the woodpecker is
relevant for bio-inspired design of impact mitigating structures. As the first wave passed
the four regions (tip, split, back, and end), the pressure and impulse as shown in Figure
3.4 were captured. The impulse is defined as the following,
𝑡2

J = ∫𝑡1 ∆p dt

(3.3)

where J is impulse per unit area, t is time, and p is pressure. The peak pressure decreased
75.00 % as the wave traveled along the hyoid apparatus from the anterior to the posterior
end, and the impulse decreased 84.81 % suggesting that the hyoid had a good capability
of impact attenuation. The mechanism that mitigates the impact pressure is discussed in
the next section with regard to transferring a longitudinal wave into a shear wave and is
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explained in the context of comparing the hyoid geometry to the SC geometry and TC
geometry as shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.4

Pressure decay occurring at the hyoid apparatus.

(a) The pressure (of the first wave) versus time history at the four regions of the hyoid
model. The number on the top of the curve indicates the peak pressure. (b) The impulse at
the four regions of the hyoid model shows a decrease as a function of hyoid length.
3.4.2

Comparative study to the straight cylindrical (SC) geometry and tapered
cylindrical (TC) geometry
There are several kinds of waves, but in the interest of this study, we will discuss

longitudinal and transverse waves. In a longitudinal wave, displacements occur in a
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parallel direction to the traveling wave; in a transverse wave, displacements occur in the
perpendicular direction to the wave propagation. Longitudinal waves include sound and
compressional elastic waves, while transverse waves include string waves, membrane
waves, electromagnetic waves, and shear waves (14). Both longitudinal and transverse
waves resulted from the hyoid, SC, and TC geometries following a compressive impact.
The longitudinal impulse was calculated from the normal stress components (S11, S22,
and S33), and the transverse impulse was calculated from shear stress components (S12,
S23, and S31).
FE studies showed that the hyoid apparatus was more effective in mitigating a
longitudinal wave when compared to the SC or TC geometry. Figure 3.5 shows the
longitudinal impulse at the four different locations of the hyoid apparatus, SC geometry,
and TC geometry with regard to the axial direction. The total longitudinal impulse of the
pressure wave traversing the hyoid bone decreased 84% from tip to end. In contrast, at
the SC geometry longitudinal impulse decreased 14%, and at the TC geometry the
longitudinal impulse increased 45% from the tip to the end because the effect of the
diameter decrease in the cross section that generated greater stresses (and hence
impulses). Only the hyoid apparatus induced a longitudinal impulse decrease as the
pressure wave travelled. Nature has many structures that are valuable for engineeringbased bio-inspiration.
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Figure 3.5

Longitudinal impact at three different geometries; hyoid, straight cylinder,
and tapered cylinder.

The plots illustrate the longitudinal impulse for each normal stress component of S11,
S22, and S33 at the four regions of (a) the hyoid apparatus, (b) straight cylinder, and (c)
the tapered cylinder. S33 is in the loading direction, and it follows the axis of the hyoid
structure. The wave propagates from the Location 1 to Location 4.
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Figure 3.6

Transverse impact at three different geometries; hyoid, straight cylinder,
and tapered cylinder.

The plots illustrate the transverse impulse for each shear stress component of S12, S23,
and S13 at the four regions of (a) the hyoid apparatus, (b) the straight cylinder, and (c)
the tapered cylinder. S33 is the loading direction. The wave propagates from the Location
1 to Location 4.
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Figure 3.6 shows the transverse wave impulses for the hyoid geometry, SC
geometry, and TC geometry for each of the shear stress components. For the hyoid
geometry, S12 and S13 shearing was introduced at the bone split region due to the
extension of the two arms in the x and y direction. At the back region of the hyoid
apparatus, the intense shearing of S12, S23, and S13 induced from decreasing cross
sectional area and the spiral geometry in which the stress wave shifted continuously by
the angular change. When comparing the results of the hyoid geometry versus the SC and
the TC results in Figure 3.6, one can observe that the shearing at the hyoid geometry was
much greater than the other two geometries. When comparing the SC to the TC results,
one can understand the difference that the reduced cross section makes. Because of the
thinning geometry, a small amount of S23 and S13 were generated in the TC geometry.
When comparing the hyoid to the TC results, one can compare the difference that the
spiral and split geometry makes. The tapered (reduced cross section) geometry does help
in reducing the longitudinal wave pressure and increases the shear stresses in the research
of Johnson et al. (12).
As a result of the longitudinal-to-transverse wave transformation, the transverse
waves led to displacement of the hyoid end in the lateral direction. Figure 3.7 shows the
maximum transverse displacements found 10 mm away from the end of each geometry,
and the value is 1.80 µm for the hyoid apparatus, 8.43e-8 µm for the SC, and 2.03e-5 µm
for the TC. Note that the hyoid geometry produced the greatest amount of lateral
displacements contrasted to the straight geometries, which produced minimal lateral
displacements.
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Figure 3.7

3.4.3

The maximum lateral displacements for the hyoid apparatus, the Straight
Cylinder (SC), and the Tapered Cylinder (TC).

The role of the muscle on damping
The muscle can absorb energy via heat while it is loaded because of its

viscoelastic behavior. Since the amount of energy dissipated in viscoelastic material is
proportional to the damping coefficient multiplied by the strain energy stored in the
component, increasing total strain energy in a muscle increases the system damping (21).
Figure 3.8 shows that the strain energy of the muscle of the hyoid apparatus, SC
geometry, and TC geometry. The muscle and bone were adhered perfectly in the FE
model. As a result, the load transferred to the muscle, which is primarily caused by the
movement of the bone. The complex wave interaction within the muscle surrounding the
bone of the hyoid apparatus arose as a mixture of the initially induced longitudinal
compression wave, but as the wave met the taper, fork, and spiral added shear waves
arose. Figure 3.6 showed that the different shear components of the stress tensor were
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induced in a complex manner. This complex wave interaction introduced greater strains
within the muscle region, and as a result the hyoid muscle incurred much greater strain
energy as illustrated in Figure 3.8. When the first stress wave reached to the end, the
strain energy stored in the hyoid muscle was 1.10 mJ, and those in the SC muscle and TC
muscle were 0.04 mJ and 0.08 mJ respectively. TC geometry resulted in two times
greater strain energy than the SC geometry, which means two times more damping.
Likewise, hyoid muscle caused approximately fourteen times greater strain energy than
that of TC geometry, which is due to the existence of the fork region and curved shape of
the hyoid geometry.

Figure 3.8

Strain energy of the muscle surrounding the bone of the hyoid apparatus,
Straight Cylinder (SC), and the Tapered Cylinder (TC).

The red rectangle points indicate the strain energy level when the first wave reached the
end, and the blue cross points indicates the strain energy level at the end of the
simulations.
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3.5

Conclusions
The woodpecker’s hyoid apparatus is an effective device in mitigating pressure

waves and transferring the energy to adjacent muscle for energy dissipation. Although it
is a small component of the woodpecker’s skeletal system, its role is critical for the
woodpecker’s safety. Here, we show that the spiral and tapered structure of the hyoid
apparatus redistributed a uniaxial impact to shearing and lateral displacements as a
longitudinal wave would strike the bony free surface and transform into a transverse
wave. As the wave moved into the muscle, the energy efficiently dissipated because of
the muscle’s viscoelasticity.


Because of the hyoid apparatus’ structure, the initial impulse from the
strike into a tree decreased 84% when it arrived at the hyoid end.



Normal (longitudinal) impact waves transformed to transverse waves
because (1) the cross-sectional area decreases and (2) the structure’s
curvature from the tip to the end thus inducing shear stresses to the lateral
displacements into the dissipating muscle.



The force exerted into the muscle caused by the hyoid bone motion
generated a strain energy within the viscoelastic muscle, which then
dissipated the impact energy.

The results of this work demonstrate a new understanding of energy dissipation
mechanisms in biological materials such as the hyoid apparatus that can be implemented
for the development of future bio-inspired material systems.
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CHAPTER IV
STRESS WAVE DISSIPATION AT SUTURE INTERFACES
4.1

Introduction
Biological materials are remarkably designed for efficient mechanical behavior.

One elegant example is a suture joint, which is a simple geometry yet multifunctional. In
biological structures, suture joints are commonly found where two stiff components
interlock each other. For example, within the microstructure of the woodpecker beak, a
wavy sinusoidal-geometry was observed under the transmission electron microscope
(Figure 4.1(a)). Compared to other birds, whose beaks’ impact is less than that of
woodpeckers, the waviness of suture shown in woodpecker beaks is higher (1). As shown
in Figure 4.1(b), the ammonoid fossil also shows a wavy structure with a fractal pattern
on its shell. The suture of the ammonoid fossil has been studied to investigate its
mechanical role and relation between hierarchical structures of sutures and function (2-4).
Blasio (5) reported that complex suture lines dramatically diminished the strain and the
stress in the phragmocone such that suture fluted septum reinforced the shell against
hydrostatic pressure. The turtle shell also has suture joints in their carapace as shown in
Figure 4.1(c). Krauss et al. (6) conducted three-point bending tests on the suturecontained turtle bony shell and reported that the turtle shell withstands small loads by
low-stiffness deformation and becomes much stiffer when the external load increases
beyond a certain threshold. The suture of the leatherback turtle was also studied and
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revealed that the suture caused the balance between tension and shear, and brought
structural flexibility by causing angular displacement (7). Figure 4.1(d) shows a suture in
a human skull. This cranial suture has been researched extensively. Researchers reported
that cranial sutures provide flexibility for growth, movement and strain due to
masticatory, and impact energy dissipation (8-17).
Mechanically, the wavy suture can greatly enhance the strength of materials.
Jaslow (13) experimentally studied mechanical properties of sutures and reported that the
suture increased bending strength. Similar results on the tensile strength and bending
strength have been reported as the suture plays a key role as an additive to increase
strength (18-22). In addition, a study of an interfacial crack with hierarchical sinusoidal
suture found that sutures enhance interfacial fracture toughness at mode-I and mode-II
loadings (23).
Although sutures often found in the spot that dynamic responses occur,
mechanisms of aforementioned properties of sutures during impact loading have not been
extensively studied. Jaslow (13) studied energy absorption using pendulum at the cranial
sutures of head-butting goats. Using finite element analysis, the role of cranial sutures
was investigated. Maloul et al. (24) reported that sutures redistributed stress, and stress
distribution was altered depending on impact loading directions. Zhang and Yang (25)
pointed out that hierarchical design of cranial sutures benefited the stress attenuation and
energy absorption.
The main objective of the present study is to investigate the geometrical effects of
sinusoidal sutures on the stress wave mitigation by using FE models with elastic material
properties.
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Figure 4.1

Suture lines from the biological materials.

(a) Suture line shown at the tip of woodpecker beaks (keratin); (b) cranial suture in a
bison skull (bone); (c) wavy line in a surface of an ammonoid fossil (calcium carbonate),
and; (d) suture at a box turtle (bone).
4.2

Materials and methods
An idealized bar with both a sutured interface (i.e., sutured bar) and an idealized

bar with a flat interface (i.e., un-sutured bar) were created and analyzed using a two
dimensional FE model in Abaqus/Explicit to run dynamic calcuations. As shown in
Figure 4.2(a-b), the dimension of the full complex is 32mm×1000 mm (one side of the
bar is 15mm×1000 mm with a gap thickness of 2mm). The wall was treated as an elastic
and isotropic material with Young’s modulus E = 8 GPa, Poisson’s ratio ν=0.3, and
density ρ=2000 kg/m3. The sutured and un-sutured gap was treated as a viscoelastic
material, and it was assigned hyperelastic by employing the Ogden model with the elastic
parameters, µ and a, were 15.6 KPa and 21.4 (26). The impact load was a Gaussian
impulse and applied on one side of the bar (left side of the bar in Figures 2(a) and 2(b))
with the end nodes, on the same side, fully constrained to the y direction. The viscoelastic
properties were assigned by Prony series with the viscoelastic parameters, d and t, were
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0.549 and 6.01s, which were determined from rat muscle (27). For meshing, plane stress
4-noded element (CPS4R) was used, and the approximate element size was 0.5 mm
generating about 100,000 number of elements in the entire structure. Then, a parametric
study was performed to understand the dependency of the mitigation on suture geometric
variations and external impact load. The seven factors are; (1) suture waviness, (2)
Rsuture (ratio of the suture height to the entire bar thickness), (3) suture gap thickness,
(4) elastic modulus of the wall, (5) geometry of the bar boundary walls, (6) amplitude of
external impact load, and (7) impact duration, which are illustrated in Figure 4.3. The
detail of the experimental case is described in Table 1. While examining one factor, the
other factors were fixed.
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Figure 4.2

Idealized 2-D bars with interfaces of suture and non-suture.

(a) Idealized two dimensional bar with a suture interface of gap thickness of b. The
dimension of the bar is L = 1000 mm, t = 15 mm, and b = 2 mm. The pressure impinged
on the lefts side of the bar. (b) Idealized bar with a flat interface. (c) Following an initial
impact pressure applied in Region-1, the pressure data were recorded at the eleven
regions where indicated by the red regions at the bar. Then, the peak pressures were
connected by red dotted line at the graph. As the pressure wave propagates the bar, the
peak pressure was reduced.
In order to measure the extent of dissipation in the sutured bar, pressure-time
history data were recorded at eleven regions along the bar, indicated by red regions in
Figure 4.2(c). The damping capability of the sutured bar was then evaluated through the
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damping quotient, which is the ratio of the pressure decay from the ‘region-1’ compared
to ‘region-11’ as following:
𝐷𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑞𝑢𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 =

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛−1 −𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛−11
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛−1

(4.1)

Further, normalized phase velocity was also analyzed to investigate the influence of
sutures to wave dispersion.
𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

Table 4.1

𝑃ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑎𝑡 𝑎 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑏𝑎𝑟
𝑃ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑎𝑡 𝑎𝑛 𝑢𝑛−𝑠𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑎𝑟

Seven factors examined their influences on stress wave mitigation.

Factors

Cases

Waviness
(height/width)

Rsuture (suture
height/ bar
thickness)
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(4.2)

Table 4.1 (continued)
Thickness of
the gap

Material
properties of the
wall

Elastic modulus (GPa) Wave speed, c0 (m/s)
2

1000

8

2000

18

3000

32

4000

50

5000

Impulse
amplitude

Pressure (MPa)

Type of the wall
boundary

Amp 4
Amp 2
Amp 1
Amp 0.5

4
3
2
1
0
0.00

0.01

0.02
Time (ms)
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0.03

0.04

Impulse
duration

Pressure (MPa)

Table 4.1 (continued)
0.01 ms
0.02 ms
0.04 ms
0.08 ms
0.16 ms

1

0
0.00

0.05

Time (s)

0.10

0.15

Design factors of suture interfaces and boundary conditions to evaluate their effects on
damping; 1. Waviness of the suture 2. Rsuture, the ratio of the suture height over the bar
thickness, 3. Thickness of the gap, 4. Material properties of the elastic wall, 5. Type of
the boundary, 6. Amplitude of the impact, and 7. Impact duration. The default values are
in bold font.

Figure 4.3

Pressure decay at the sutured and un-sutured bars.

Comparison of pressure recorded along the sutured bar and un-sutured bar. Each point is
the peak pressure at the eleven regions. The initial impact was 1 MPa, and the pressure
when stress waves reached to the end was 0.47 MPa at the un-sutured bar, and 0.1 MPa at
the sutured bar.
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4.3

Results and discussion
FE simulations were carried out by applying external mechanical loads to produce

stress wave propagating in continuum media. We examined the damping capability of
suture interfaces by comparing to un-sutured interfaces. Then, the design factors of suture
interfaces such as geometric variations and boundary conditions were assessed for their
influence in stress wave mitigation by parametric analyses.
4.3.1

Dissipation of stress waves at the sutured bar
A sutured bar was able to dissipated stress wave effectively compared to an un-

sutured bar. Figure 4.3 shows the peak pressure decay in sutured vs. un-sutured bar. The
peak pressure when the stress wave reached to the end of the bar was 0.47 MPa at the unsutured bar, and 0.1 MPa at the sutured bar. The sutured bar response was 78.72 % less
than that of the un-sutured bar.

Figure 4.4

Wave reflection at boundary.

Reflection of compressive incidence at a curved boundary. Incident longitudinal wave
with an angle of θL0 reflected to a longitudinal wave with an angle of θL and a shear wave
with an angle of θS.
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There were two mechanisms associated with the sutured bar for stress wave
mitigation as compared to the un-sutured bar. First, stress wave scattering occurred at the
boundary of the sutured bar, in which compressive waves (S11) were converted into
shear waves (S12) and into flexural waves (S22). In wave perspective, there are two basic
types of wave motion for mechanical waves: longitudinal waves and shear waves (also
called transverse waves). Displacements in longitudinal waves occur in a parallel
direction to the wave propagation, and in transverse waves, displacements occur in a
perpendicular direction (28). The waves to S11 and S22 are longitudinal waves, and the
waves to S12 are shear waves.
Wave scattering is an interaction of waves with a boundary or obstacles in a
medium resulting in wave reflection, transmission, or refraction (29). Since the
compressive incidence impinged the sinusoidal interfaces, wave scattering can be
considered reflection at a curved surface as described in Figure 4.4. The reflected waves
consist of longitudinal and shear waves with an angle of θL and θS, respectively.
According to DasGupta and Hagedorn (30) the wave scattering at boundaries can be
defined as followed numerical expressions. Total wave field can be represented as
following:
𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = 𝐴𝐿0 𝑛̂ 𝐿0 𝑒 𝑖𝜅𝐿0 {𝑥 sin 𝜃𝐿0 +𝑦 cos 𝜃𝐿0 −𝐶𝐿 𝑡} +
𝐴𝐿 𝑛̂ 𝐿 𝑒 𝑖𝜅𝐿 {𝑥 sin 𝜃𝐿 −𝑦 cos 𝜃𝐿 −𝐶𝐿 𝑡} +
𝐴𝑆 𝑎̂ × 𝑛̂𝑆 𝑒 𝑖𝑘𝑆 {𝑥 sin 𝜃𝑆 −𝑦 cos 𝜃𝑆 −𝐶𝑆𝑡}

(4.3)

where u is displacement, t is the time, A is the amplitude, κ is the wave number, and θ is
the angle between the waves and y axis in the Figure 4.4. L0, L, S are the incident waves,
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reflected longitudinal waves, and reflected shear waves, respectively. The directions of
waves are
𝑛̂ 𝐿0 = (sin 𝜃𝐿 , cos 𝜃𝐿 )

𝑇

̂
𝑛𝐿 = (sin 𝜃𝐿 , − cos 𝜃𝐿 )
̂𝑛𝑆 = (sin 𝜃𝑆 , − cos 𝜃𝑆 )

𝑇

𝑇

(4.4)

Also, wave speed of longitudinal wave and shear wave are
𝐸
1−𝛾
𝐶𝐿 = √
(
)
𝜌(1 + 𝛾) 1 − 2𝛾
𝐸

(4.5)

𝐶𝑆 = √
2𝜌(1+𝛾)
where E is a Young’s modulus, γ is a Poisson ratio, and ρ is a density.

For given material properties in this study, CL=2320.3 m/s, CS=1240.3 m/s. With
an assumption that a reflecting surface is a free surface, then the boundary conditions are
as follows:
σ12 |𝑦=0 = 0, σ22 |𝑦=0 = 0

(4.6)

The boundary conditions produce the following relationships.
𝜅𝐿0 sin 𝜃𝐿0 = 𝜅𝐿 sin 𝜃𝐿 = 𝜅𝑆 sin 𝜃𝑆
CL κL0 = CL κL = CS κs

(4.7)

Then,
𝜃𝐿 = 𝜃𝐿0 , 𝜃𝑆 =
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𝐶𝑆
𝐶𝐿

𝜃𝐿0

(4.8)

Figure 4.5

Stress at the sutured and un-sutured bar.

Stress waves at the eleven regions along the sutured bar of stress components of (a) S11, (b) S22, (c) S12,
and along the un-sutured bar of stress components of (d) S11, (e) S22, and (f) S12. The stress wave graphed
until the wave reached to the end of the structure. 0.78 ms for the sutured bar and 0.55 ms for the unsutured bar.

Figure 4.6

Strain at the sutured and un-sutured bar.

Strain at the eleven regions along the sutured bar of stress components of (a) LE11, (b) LE22, (c) LE12,
and along the un-sutured bar of stress components of (d) LE11, (e) LE22, and (f) LE12.
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For given conditions of this study, the angle of reflected longitudinal waves is the
same as the angle of incident longitudinal waves. On the other hand, the angle of
reflected shear waves are the 0.53 times of the angle of incident longitudinal waves.
As a result of wave scattering, at the suture interfaces, the magnitude of S11
decreased, and that of S12 and S22 increased in the sutured bar (Figure 4.5). The
maximum S22 generated in the sutured bar is 1.58 MPa while that of the un-sutured bar
is 0.54 MPa, and the maximum S12 generated in the sutured bar is 1.59 MPa while that
of the un-sutured bar is 0.29 MPa. Not only does one see decay, but also wave dispersion
due to the wave scattering. As shown in Figure 4.6, in the sutured bar, the pressure wave
arrived to the free end at 0.78 ms while that of the un-sutured bar arrived at 0.55 ms.
Accordingly, the sutured bar induced strain to the y direction (LE22) and shear strain
(LE12). Figure 4.6 showed that the sutured bar induced strains to the y direction and
shear direction, and decreasing a strain to the x direction. Figure 4.7 shows the maximum
strain energy density at the sutured and un-sutured bar in Region-2 (near-front region)
where the sinusoidal pattern begins so that the wave scattering occurred first. The peak
strain energy was 0.09 J at the sutured bar, and 0.03 J at the un-sutured bar. The results in
the sutured bar was about 3 times greater than that of un-sutured bar. Specifically, in the
sutured bar, strain energy was stored in all directions of xx (17.73 %), yy (45.59), and xy
(36.68 %) due to reflected stress waves, while in the un-sutured bar most of the strain
energy stored only in xx direction (86.43 %).
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Figure 4.7

Maximum strain energy density

Maximum strain energy density in the region-2 (indicated in Figure 2(c)) which is nearfront at the sutured and un-sutured bar. The total strain energy is greater at the sutured bar
than that of the un-sutured bar.
Second, the mechanism of pressure decaying at the sutured bar was strain energy
being stored in a viscoelastic suture gap. It is common to interweave viscoelastic layers
between hard and stiff material to increase the damping of the structure (31-33), and
biological material design has used the same strategy. Figure 4.8 shows the comparison
of the strain energy of the gap between sutured and un-sutured bar. The viscoelastic gap
material of the sutured bar allowed for strain energy to be stored, and it contributed to
energy dissipation since the strain energy in viscoelastic material is proportional to the
damping (34).
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Figure 4.8

Strain energy of the gap

Strain energy occurring at the gap of the sutured bar (black) and of the un-sutured bar
(red).
4.3.2

Design factors affecting to stress wave mitigation
A sinusoidal patterned interface caused stress redistribution, which led to wave

attenuation, and wave dispersion. In order to examine design factors regarding a
sinusoidal pattern and boundary conditions, the seven factors shown in Table 1 were
investigated using finite element analysis. At each case, pressure decay as stress waves
propagated along the bar was recorded. Also, compressive waves (S11), flexural waves
(S22), and shear waves (S12) were plotted to evaluate the transformation of
compressional stress into shear stress and flexural stress. Compressional waves were
recorded when stress waves reached to the end, and both of maximum flexural waves and
maximum shear waves were recorded while pressure traveled the structure. Generally, as
flexural waves and shear waves increased, compressive waves decreased. As one factor
changed, the other six factors were fixed with the default value indicated in Table 1.
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4.3.2.1

The effect of the suture waviness
Waviness was varied in six cases of 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, and 1.5, in which the

waviness height was fixed and the waviness width was changed. As the pressure waves
travelled the sutured bar from the loading region to the free end, the magnitude of the
pressure dropped when a suture was introduced (Figure 4.3). However, with a suture,
there were minimal relationship between waviness and damping as shown in Figure
4.9(a). Figure 4.9(b) showed that generated shear stress had the highest value at waviness
0.5 and the generated flexural wave had the highest value at waviness 1. The highest
conversion to shear stress and flexural stress led to less compressional stress at waviness
0.5 and 1.
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Figure 4.9

The effect of geometric factors and boundary conditions on stress wave
dissipation
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.
Figure 4.9 (continued)
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.
Figure 4.9 (continued)
Pressure wave decay as pressure waves traveled from the load applied region to the free
end at the idealized bar with a suture interface, and compressional stress when the stress
wave reaches to the free end, maximum shear stress and maximum flexural stress while
pressure wave traveling at seven variables of (a), (b) waviness, (c), (d) Rsuture which is the
ratio of the suture height to the bar thickness, (e),(f) thickness of the gap, (g), (h) material
properties, (i), (j) type of the wall boundary, (k), (l) amplitude of the loading, and (m), (n)
impact duration.
4.3.2.2

The effect of the Rsuture
The Rsuture was changed as 0, 0.10, 0.33, 0.67, and 0.83. The height of the suture

was changed as 0 mm, 1.5 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm, 12.5 mm while the bar thickness was
fixed at 15 mm. As the Rsuture increased, the pressure when the stress wave reached to the
end of the bar decreased as shown in Figure 4.9(c). Figure 4.9(d) showed that higher
Rsuture induced more flexural stress and more shear stress so that compressional stress
decreased.
4.3.2.3

The effect of the thickness of the gap
The sutured bars varied as gap thickness changed from 1 mm, 2 mm, 4 mm, and 6

mm. The thickness of the gap did not effect to the amount of the stress dissipation (Figure
4.9(e)) and did not show a big difference in inducing shear stress and flexural stress
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(Figure 4.9(f)) although the 2 mm, 4 mm, 6 mm of the gap thickness had slightly more
dissipation than the 1 mm gap.
4.3.2.4

The effect of the material properties
Material properties of the waveguide determines the sound speed as following:
𝐸

c0 = √
𝜌

(4.9)

In this study, five different elastic moduli were simulated; 2 GPa, 8 GPa, 18GPa, 32 GPa,
and 50 GPa resulting in wave speeds of 1000 m/s, 2000 m/s, 3000 m/s, 4000 m/s, and
5000 m/s accordingly. The dissipation occurred greater as the wave speed decreased
(Figure 4.9(g)), and also the time arriving at the end of the structure decreased. Figure
4.9(h) showed that the generation of shear wave was not affected by the wave speed
while the generated flexural wave decreased as the wave speed increased. The
compressional stress when the stress wave reached to the end of the bar increased
proportionally with the wave speed.
4.3.2.5

Type of the wall boundary
The effect of the boundary was examined in-phase, out-of-phase, only center, and

only outside boundaries. Figure 4.9(i) showed that there was no difference in damping
amount and wave speed between in-phase and out-of-phase boundary. However, the
substitution of the suture boundary to straight boundary increased wave speed no matter
the center-line or outside edge. Also, the result showed that there was an interaction
between suture and the gap for damping. Suture interfaces brought greater strain energy
to the gap compared to flat interfaces as discussed in Figure 4.8. Hence, the damping of
the bar with an only-outside-suture in which the suture-gap interaction was absent was
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smaller than the other models. Figure 4.9(j) showed the stress transformation at the four
types of boundary. Although the damping amount and the wave speed were similar in inphase and out-of-phase, the maximum shear stress and the maximum flexural stress were
greater at the in-phase boundary than those of out-of-phase boundary.
4.3.2.6

The effect of the amplitude of the impulsive loading
The amplitude of the impact loading was changed as 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 to

investigate the damping effects caused by an input condition of amplitudes. As the
amplitude of impact increased, the pressure also increased. However, the damping
amounts remained the same regardless of the amplitude of the loading as shown in Figure
4.9(k). Figure 4.9(l) showed that as the amplitude of the loading increased, the S11, S12,
and S22 also increased.
4.3.2.7

The effect of the impact duration
The impact duration was changed as 0.01 ms, 0.02 ms, 0.04 ms, 0.08 ms, and 0.16

ms to investigate the damping effects resulted by an input condition of frequencies.
Results showed that as the impact duration increased, lesser dissipation of the pressure
waves occurred (Figure 4.9(m)), and the compressional stress converted less to the
flexural stress (Figure 4.9(n)).
4.3.3

Damping quotient and phase velocity
The damping quotient and normalized phase velocity were evaluated to pick up

variables affecting to the mitigation. Figure 10 showed correlation of each factor to the
attenuation and dispersion of pressure waves.
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Figure 4.10(a) and 4.10(b) showed the relationships between waviness and
damping quotient/phase velocity. Because there was little relationship between waviness
and damping quotient with a slope value of 0.04 (R2:45), and between waviness and
phase velocity with a slope value of 0.07 (R2:91), the waviness was not considered as a
factor affecting damping. Rsuture versus damping quotient was illustrated in Figure 4.10(c)
to show that the damping quotient was proportional to the Rsuture. The damping quotient
increased from 0.57 to 0.94 as the Rsuture increased from 0 to 0.83. Also, the normalized
phase velocity proportionally decreased as Rsuture increased (Figure 4.10(d)). Jaslow (13)
reported that the amount of energy absorbed may depend on the morphology of the
suture, and our findings indicated that the amount of energy mitigation was more related
to the Rsuture rather than the waviness. Figure 4.10(e) and 4.10(f) showed that the
thickness of the gap did not substantially affect to wave dissipation and dispersion. Figure
4.10(g) and 4.10(h) showed that the speed of sound determined by material properties
resulted in changes in damping quotient and phase velocity proportionally. Regarding a
type of boundary, there was no difference in damping quotient and phase velocity
between in-phase suture and out-of-phase suture while absent of suture line led less
attenuation and dispersion as shown in Figure 4.10(i) and 4.10(j). Figure 4.10(k) and
4.10(l) showed that the amplitude of the impact did not correlate to the damping quotient
and phase velocity. Figure 4.10(m) and 4.10(n) indicated that the wave attenuation
through the wavy geometry affected by impact duration, however the wave dispersion
was not affected by it.
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As a result, the three factors including Rsuture, speed of sound, and impact duration
affected to the damping quotient, and two factors including Rsuture, speed of sound related
to normalized phase velocity.

Figure 4.10

Damping quotient and normalized phase velocity at seven design factors
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Figure 4.10 (continued)
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Figure 4.10 (continued)
The data points of the damping quotient with its associated the curve fit and the data
points of the normalized phase velocity and the curve fitting at seven variables of (a), (b)
waviness, (c), (d) Rsuture (ratio of the suture height to the bar thickness), (e), (f) thickness
of the gap, (g), (h) material properties, (i), (j) type of wall boundaries, (k), (l) loading
amplitude, and (m), (n) impact duration.
4.4

Conclusions
One unique characteristic of biological materials is the effective use of elasticity

for mitigating and dissipating energy. Although shock absorbers such as car bumper or
guard rails are designed to absorb impact energy through plastic deformation, biological
materials cannot use this strategy for absorbing the energy because severe plastic
deformation could cause fatal damage. To keep structural integrity, biological material
use elastic behavior effectively to mitigate stress wave, and sutures play a role to adopt
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this strategy in biological materials: 1. suture interfaces induced shear waves and flexural
waves from compressional waves so that elastic deformation occurs to the not only xx
direction but yy and xy directions. 2. The interaction between viscoelastic material in the
gap and suture geometry led to stress wave damping.
In addition, we investigated design variations of suture interfaces and boundary
conditions to evaluate their correlation to damping. As a result, there were three factors
increasing wave attenuation; high ratio of the suture height to the bar thickness, low
sound speed determined by material properties, and short external impact duration. The
factors causing wave dispersion were high ratio of the suture height over the bar
thickness, and low sound speed. The ratio of the suture height over the bar thickness was
the only design factor to consider in cases where the material properties and impact
duration could not be controlled.
The results of this work demonstrate a biological design of energy dissipation
mechanisms in sutures that can be applied for the development of vibration isolation
methods.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
This study examined the structure-properties relationships of a woodpecker’s
beak and stress wave mitigation at woodpecker’s hyoid apparatus and suture interfaces in
order to find engineering principles that woodpeckers use for stress wave dissipation. The
beaks of the Red-Bellied Woodpecker (Melanerpes carolinus) shows complicated
multiscale heterogeneous structure. The woodpeckers’ beaks are a structural
biocomposite having three layers; rhamphotheca (outer keratin shell), middle foam layer,
and inner bony layer. Along the beak from posterior to anterior, the area fraction of these
three layers gradually changes, so the aggregate modulus and aggregate hardness are
gradients. Additionally, the three main design factors associated with stress wave
dissipation were pointed out. First, a woodpecker’s beak has wavy lines inside of the
beak to admit local shearing. The waviness of wavy lines found in the woodpecker’s
beaks was 1, which is higher than one in chicken (0.3) and one in toucan (0.05). Second,
the woodpecker showed elongated the keratin scales to the pecking direction that can
slide over each other to generate friction. The dimension ratio of a woodpecker’s keratin
scales is 3.67 (width/height) while chicken’s and toucan’s were 3 and 1, respectively.
Third, a woodpecker’s beak bone was less porous to maintain structural strength. The
porosity of a woodpecker’s beak bone was about 9.9 % while chicken’s and toucan’s
were 42.3 % and 61.5 %, respectively.
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A hyoid apparatus, one of the unique anatomical features found in a
woodpecker’s head, was examined for its damping capacity. The results of the study
show that the woodpecker’s hyoid apparatus is an effective device in mitigating pressure
waves and transferring the energy to adjacent muscle for energy dissipation. Although it
is a small component of the woodpecker’s skeletal system, its role is critical for the
woodpecker’s safety. Because of the geometrical structure of a hyoid apparatus, the
initial impulse from the strike into a tree decreased 84% when it arrived at the hyoid end.
Normal (longitudinal) impact waves transformed to transverse waves because (1) the
cross-sectional area decreases and (2) the structure’s curvature from the tip to the end
thus inducing shear stresses to the lateral displacements into the dissipating muscle. The
force exerted into the muscle generated strain energy within the viscoelastic muscle,
which then dissipated the impact energy.
Another unique geometry found in woodpecker’s beak is a suture-like wavy
structure. This wavy structure has a sinusoidal pattern, and it is found in other biological
materials such as skull, turtle shell, box fish, and ammonoid fossil, where two stiff
components contact. This study found that sutures use the following strategies for stress
wave dissipation: 1. inducing shear waves and flexural waves from compressional waves
by wave scattering, and 2. damping caused by the interaction between viscoelastic
material in the suture gap and wavy geometry led to. Then, design factors and boundary
conditions were analyzed for their correlations to damping. The results of the parametric
study show that there were three factors that affects to wave attenuation; high ratio of the
suture height over the bar thickness, slow sound speed determined by material properties,
and short impact duration. For wave dispersion, there were two factors; high ratio of the
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suture height over the bar thickness, and short speed of sound. In the case the material
properties and impact duration cannot be controlled, then ratio of the suture height over
the wall thickness was the only design factor to consider.
As a result, it is concluded that woodpeckers use elasticity efficiently for
mitigating and dissipating stress wave. Although shock absorbers such as car bumpers or
guard rails are designed to absorb impact energy through plastic deformation, biological
materials cannot use this strategy for absorbing energy because severe plastic
deformation causes fatal damages. Keeping structural integrity, woodpeckers uses elastic
deformation effectively to lower the directional stress level in structures by using
viscoelastic material properties or using local shearing.
The results of this work demonstrate a biological design of energy dissipation
mechanisms that can be implemented for developing vibration isolation method. In
particular, the principles found in woodpeckers can be applied for some electronic
devices being sensitive to mechanical impact such as smartphones or laptops, which are
used repeatedly on daily basis and cannot have plastic deformable energy absorbing part.
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CHAPTER VI
FUTURE WORKS
6.1

Whole head simulation of a woodpecker
The speed of a woodpecker’s peck is approximately 6~7 m/s (1). In spite of the

high speed and high frequency impacts, a woodpecker head remains structurally intact by
efficiently dissipating the impact energy. Research shows that the primary features
protecting the woodpecker’s head from high impact include the beak with elongated
keratin scales, wavy suture-like structure, and the spongy bone in the upper beak, the
small brain being tightly enclosed within the skull, and the cranial bone shaped like a
plate with high strength (2-6).
Along with unique physical features of a woodpecker head, in order to investigate
how the stress waves propagate and dissipate at the woodpecker skull to protect the brain,
a 3D finite element model of the woodpecker head was built. From this study, some
mechanisms for reducing a stress wave can be learned.
6.1.1

Simulation setup
The DICOM image volume was imported into ScanIP (Simpleware Ltd, United

Kingdom), which yielded a voxel size of 0.089468 mm x 0.089468 mm and slice spacing
of 0.089468 mm. The ScanIP thresholding algorithm generated an initial mask of the
entire woodpecker head and neck. However, most of the cervical vertebrae and
surrounding neck tissue were removed manually in order to reduce the mesh size.
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Figure 6.1

3D model of the woodpecker’s head reconstructed from the Red-Bellied
woodpecker’s head.

(a) The woodpecker’s head used for three-dimensional reconstruction. (b) The external of
the woodpecker head model in mid-sagittal view generated in the software of ScanIP. (c)
Skeletal system of the woodpecker’s head including a skull (red) and a hyoid bone
(white). (d) The internal structure includes the brain (cyan), bone (red), beak (light/dark
purple), and scalp/muscle (yellow).
Furthermore, the recursive Gaussian filter smoothed the mask by subsequently
removing any remaining imaging artifacts. The head comprised multiple layers that
included the brain, bone, beak, and scalp/muscle. The beaks consisted of exterior keratin
and inner bone. Figure 6.1(a) shows a real woodpecker head, and Figure 6.1(b-d) shows
the different layers that constitute the woodpecker head generated in ScanIP. Figure
6.1(b) shows exterior of the woodpecker’s head, Figure 6.1(c) shows skeleton structure of
the woodpecker head with skull bone and a hyoid bone, and Figure 6.1(d) shows the
internal structure with a brain.
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Figure 6.2

The mesh of the woodpecker’s head.

Tetrahedral and quadratic elements were used for meshing to simulate pressure wave
propagation in the woodpecker’s head.
The woodpecker head model was meshed using approximately four million
quadratic tetrahedral elements. The meshed woodpecker head model imported into
Abaqus/cae is shown in Figure 6.2.
6.1.2

Anticipated results
The micro-CT images of the woodpecker’s head shows that there are a lot of

porous structures in the skull (Figure 6.3). Figure 6.4 shows that the micrographs of the
porous area is a type of closed-cell foam. Hypothetically, the computational simulation
will show stress re-distribution or pressure decay at this porous region.
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Figure 6.3

Micro-CT image of a woodpecker’s head.

Micro-CT image shows that there are lots of porous areas inside of a woodpecker’s skull.

Figure 6.4

SEM image of the porous bone near root of a woodpecker’s upper beak

SEM graph shows that the bone near upper beaks’ root consists of closed-cell type of
foam structure.
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6.2

Friction coefficient of keratin scales of a woodpecker’s beaks
A woodpecker’s beaks are constituted of three layers; outmost keratin layer which

anatomical name is rhamphotheca, middle foam layer, and innermost bony layer. This
study pays attention to the outermost keratin layer. The keratin layer is composed of
keratin scales which is made of β-keratin. The thin keratin scales with thickness is about
0.2 μm stacks up. The surface of the keratin scales is rough as shown in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5

The outer layer of a woodpecker’s beaks, rhamphotheca, composed of
keratin scales

(a) Fractured surface of a woodpecker’s beak. (b) Keratin scales placed in staggered
pattern and stacks up. (c) The rough surface of keratin scales enhancing friction between
scales.
The hypothesis of this research is that a woodpecker’s beak dissipates the energy
by friction between keratin scales. To examine this working hypothesis, one can use
micro-tribometer to measure a friction coefficient between keratin scales. Also, by using
micro-impact testers, one can measure how stress waves generate, propagate, and
dissipate at rhamphotheca.
One of the expected result is anisotropy of friction coefficient of a keratin scale.
Since the keratin fiber’s running direction is to the longitudinal direction as shown in
Figure 6.6, and the stress in the direction of pecking(longitudinal) is much higher than
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transverse, the keratin scale would have different friction coefficient between
longitudinal and transverse direction. Additionally, the elongated geometry of a keratin
scale would bring more efficient friction to the pecking direction.

Figure 6.6

TEM image of keratin fibers in a woodpecker’s beaks

TEM image of keratin fibers shows its running direction.
After obtaining experimental data, the friction coefficient of a woodpecker’s beak
keratin can be incorporated possibly for modeling using Coolong friction which is a
standard friction. When a solid material undergoes deformation, internal friction occurs
which is the force resisting motion between the grain boundaries. In the beak of a
woodpecker, the keratin scales can act like a grain boundary while generating internal
friction.
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Figure 6.7

Toughness versus Young’s modulus for biological materials (9).

This chart shows that the keratin is one of the material having both of high modulus and
high toughness.
6.3

Keratin for bio-inspiration of covering coating
Keratin is one of the most common protein found in biomaterials (7). In

particular, keratin is usually found at the solid shell-like part of living creatures’ exterior.
For example, keratin consists of a ram horn, bird beaks, a horse hoof, skin, and hair.
Keratinous material covering a bone or skin plays roles to protect inner structures from
not only moisture but also mechanical fragmentation (8). Although mechanical properties
of keratin are affected by moisture, keratin is hydrophobic material to protect inner
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structures from water. Also, the keratin having viscoelastic material behavior has high
fracture toughness resisting crack propagation (Figure 6.7).
For the beak keratin, the microstructure of keratin is designed for prohibiting
crack propagation. The staggering and stacking placement of keratin scales in avian
beaks enhances its toughness and enables it to resist flaws. Also, the structure of keratin
scales has a function of mitigate the stress wave energy.
A study of hierarchical structure-properties relationships of keratin would
contribute to developing future covering materials for sensitive electronic devices.
6.4

Wave reflection and Fibonacci structure
One of the famous numbers is 1.618, known as Golden number or Fibonacci

number. The Fibonacci sequence is the series of numbers: 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34...
The next number is found by adding up the two numbers before it. 1.68 is the ratio
between one number and the next number in Fibonacci sequence. Using Fibonacci
number, the Fibonacci spiral can be drawn, and nature includes many examples following
the Fibonacci spiral such as seashell or pine cone. As shown in Figure 6.9, a
woodpecker’s hyoid bone also interestingly follows the Fibonacci spiral.
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Figure 6.8

A woodpecker’s hyoid bone and Fibonacci spiral.

The ram’s horn also follows the Fibonacci number. The analysis of the tapered
structure of horn shows that its cross-sectional area follows the rule of Fibonacci. The
dimensions of regions shown in Figure 6.10 were measured and the ratio calculated.
Figure 6.11 illustrates that the cross-sectional area of the ram’s horn is increased
proportionally, and Table 6.1 shows the ratio of the increasing cross-sectional area is
about 1.6, which is close to Fibonacci number.
Since both of woodpecker’s hyoid and ram’s horn are involved in stress wave
dissipation, a hypothesis can be built that the Fibonacci number is related to wave
damping. However, additional studies are warranted in this area.
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Figure 6.9

Ram’s horn and numbering for dimension analysis

The cross-sectional dimension of the ram’s horn was analyzed at the spot of numbering.

Figure 6.10

Analysis the cross-sectional area of a ram’s horn

Tapering structure of a ram’s horn was analyzed. The cross-sectional area of the ram’s
horn increases proportionally.
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Table 6.1

The analysis of the cross-sectional area of a ram’s horn

Location

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Major axis

25.72

35.75

40.35

45.4

51.08

55.06

63.7

65.74

69.58

Minor axis

10.74

18.02

21.02

24.65

28

29.07

30.56

32.25

36.35

867.81 2023.86 2664.57 3515.79 4493.24 5028.42 6115.66 6660.55 7945.83
Area
Fibonacci
location
2.33
1.32
ratio(area)
1.68
1.76
Fibonacci
location ratio
1.39
1.13
1.27
1.36
(Maj axis)
Fibonacci
location ratio
1.68
1.32
1.33
1.29
(Min axis)
The ratio of the changed cross-sectional area of the ram’s horn is closed to the Fibonacci
number, 1.618.
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